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WWW.BORNINFVG.COM
A new EXCLUSIVE WINDOW has been opened,
and is now fully operational, by our Friuli
Venezia Giulia Associations, coordinated by
the Associazione Giuliani nel Mondo Trieste
and financed by the Friuli Venezia Giulia
Autonomous Region, to help our fellow FVG
citizens abroad, consisting in the site www.
borninfvg.com, curated by three journalists
who collect the news to be published, as
well as an informative secretary available at
the following e-mail address: segreteria@
borninfvg.com
www.borninfvg.com is dedicated to those,
originary from Friuli Venezia Giulia, Istria,
Fiume-Rijeka and Dalmatia, who reside
abroad: it aims at fast communication of news
from FVG to the co-citizens of the region all
over the world and vice versa: it is a window
to ask and receive information, as well as a
meeting point for those who live abroad; a
window where one can find information about
our fellow citizens abroad as well as on the
countries where they live; one window where
our young who are planning to emigrate, but
also those who wish to return home, may
ask and obtain information; a window for
those who travel; a portal with the links that
may connect you with the sites of all the FVG
Associations that gather and represent fellow
FVG citizens abroad.
A Facebook page, as well as a Youtube channel
are also linked to the site, where videos made
or proposed by FVG fellow citizens abroad,
short films describing their work or new
projects, will be uploaded.

PLEASE COOPERATE
WITH US TOO AND SEND
your requests for information to:
segreteria@borninfvg.com
your news to be published about enterprises that you or
your co-citizens of this region are organizing, as well as your
videos, films, or stories, to the journalists:
Micol Brusaferro, coordinator and supervisor for the Julian
community (Trieste, Gorizia, Istria, Fiume/Rijeka, Dalmatia)
micol@borninfvg.com
Paola Del Degan, supervisor for the Friulian community
paola@borninfvg.com
Rajko Dolhar, supervisor for the Slovenian community
rajko@borninfvg.com

